SELECT SERIES PDU WITH RACKLINK™

RLNK-415R

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Keep Eyes On The Signs. Power Designed to Protect, Remotely Manage and Monitor Your Digital Signage Installations

Middle Atlantic's compact Select Series PDU with RackLink™ is designed for digital signage installs to protect your system from power anomalies that can damage sensitive displays or tiles and monitor via IP connectivity to ensure ultimate uptime. This means that you and your customers can feel confident that all eyes are seeing the messaging as expected.

RoHS

- Slim form factor is easily concealed behind displays and LED tile walls
- Includes mounting bracket for on-wall, on-mount or in-rack (zero-RU) installation
- 24/7/365 connectivity with the RackLink™ Remote Management System to monitor everything plugged into the PDU
- Individual IP outlet control of up to 4 outlets (4 outlets total)
- Control start-up or shut-down with remote sequencing
- Easy set-up and control through RackLink user interface
- Multiple IP autoping and recovery ensuring optimal system functionality
- MOV surge and spike protection
- Fast and easy commissioning
- Automatic actions improve system reliability
- Automatic notification of connection status
- Seamlessly interfaces with 3rd party AV control systems and cloud platforms for scheduling, control, reporting and even customization

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Cable Type: Corded
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Specifications

- Cable Type: Corded
- Finish: Powder Coat
- UL Standards Tested: 60950-1
- Termination: 5-15-p
- Surge Protected: Basic

Listing Agencies/Third Party Certifications

- RoHS: Yes

Dimensions

- Depth (US): 9.67
- Height (US): 1.735
- Width (US): 8.76

Cord Information

- Cord Length US: 9

Technical Information

- IP Rating: Yes
- Material: Steel
- Mounting: Horizontal
- Number Of Circuits: 1
- Outlet Control: 4
- Number Of Outlets: 4